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Use this “funsheet” to explore, expand and nurture your 
relationship to self care so you can feel more productive, 

happy, effective and fulfilled.

A quick story: I had just finished 2.5 years of graduate school in a stressful city where I was 

working literally five jobs and had a few huge projects due in the same month to finish school. 

That same month, I hit a huge goal in my essential oil business that took hours of my time to make 

happen and I had been aiming for for months. Needless to say, I was exhausted and wanted to 

cry at the end of that month. I was also struggling in my relationship with my partner at the time. 

We ended up going our separate ways a few months later and I think my burnout, stress, fatigue 

and negativity played a big role in that. I also had a lot of travel in that time, I landed a new 

dream job as a wilderness therapist that caused me to commute to UTAH from San Francisco 

every week. My partner and I went on a very emotionally taxing break which turned into a break 

up and I moved to another state entirely. I changed the way I ran my essential oils business. 

Basically everything changed at once and I shut down. I was exhausted, fried and suffering from 

a TON of anxiety about what the future would hold. 

In healing from the breakup, I found myself walking in this wide-open expanse that I loved near 

where I stayed when in Utah. If you’ve ever been to Utah you know what I mean - the skies are so 

big there and there’s all this land that’s just open and available to people. I would go for walks, 

listening to spiritual and personal development audiobooks, and I would cry and release all the 

stress and tension I had accumulated over the years of grad school, working so hard, having a 

relationship end, and starting this new job. Does any of this sound familiar? Perhaps your story 

is different but the feelings are the same? 

I started to understand the power of down time in healing from burnout, loss and change. As 

a driven, self-motivated person, it’s always been easier for me to work and appear productive 

but often be spinning my wheels, over-scheduling myself and then just feeling downright crappy 

about myself because I wasn’t as accomplished as I wanted to be. I started to understand the 

critical importance of self care as a tool to greater health, wealth, well-being, productivity, 

effectiveness, and deeper, healthier relationships with others. 
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Driven, hardworking and goal oriented people usually have a hard time 
with self care. They often: 

 Have a hard time justifying why it’s important, let alone doing it.

 Are so overscheduled they can’t find the time for it.

 Feel like if they take time off or take better care of themselves, that that takes time away 

 from being productive.

 Work hard to take care of others both in work and in their personal relationships, often 

 neglecting themselves.

 Plus lots of other reasons why they feel they can’t or shouldn’t take care of themselves. 

 I’d love to know what some of your reasons/excuses have been - reply to me on social @

 jennapacelli or jenna.pacelli.therapy or email me at jenna@jennapacelli.com

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

So, how do I know if I need self care? 

1. You’re exhausted - you need caffeine every day 

2. You struggle to stay motivated consistently

3. You wonder where your creativity went -  the things that used to inspire you feel like a chore 

4. You’re having trouble sleeping 

5. You struggle with anxiety or depression 

6. Your appetite is low 

7. You feel detached or compassion for others and yourself is difficult to find 

8. You feel ineffective or unaccomplished despite all your hard work
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If you’re feeling any of these things or struggle to see the value of self care 
here are some things to consider: 

1. Self care is actually vital to your success and time off is the birthplace of creativity. Your 

 brain  recalibrates itself when you get into nature, for instance. 

2. The Buddha said “if your compassion does not include yourself it is incomplete.” 

3. Acquired ADHD is a real and direct result of our consistent use of technology. This can 

 make it very difficult to focus on one thing at a time and exhausts our brains over the course 

 of a day. 

4. People who live near more green spaces report less mental distress, even after adjusting 

 for income, education and employment. 

5. When we’re a hot mess, we’re not attractive to people! You will not attract the people you 

 want to be around when you’re stressed, anxious, or depressed. You will attract people 

 who are at similar mental, emotional and spiritual levels as you, instead. 

6. The more you work and run yourself into the ground without the appropriate self care time 

 to balance you out, the less you’ll achieve because you won’t be at your best. When we’re 

 tired, stressed, depressed or anxious, parts of our brain is actually not functioning optimally 

 and the work you do or try to do will take you longer. 
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Ask yourself the following questions. Print this sheet and fill in the spaces 
below:  

Why am I not taking care of myself? Pay attention to your thoughts and beliefs here. 

What thoughts and beliefs were handed down to me from my family or home environment 

(especially from your childhood) about how to define success? What do I consider success? 

What thoughts do I have about self care? 
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When do I feel like I’m “enough?” What is my definition of “enoughness?” 

What does my ideal day look like? 

What’s going well in my life? 
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What could be better in my life?  

How much rest do I get? Sleep? Downtime where I’m not doing anything but something that brings 

present moment awareness? Time where I’m just doing nothing, where I have no plan or agenda? 
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1.
2.

3.

Action Steps
Do these now! Don’t wait, don’t procrastinate - 
your self care cannot wait any longer! 

Create a self care menu. Could include things like yoga, meditation, exercise (especially 

gentle, meandering exercise as a way to cultivate creativity), being in nature, self massage, 

reading a good book, connecting with loved ones, cooking mindfully, morning pages (a 

la Julia Cameron), having a therapy session, diffusing or using essential oils, light candles, 

roll out with yoga tune up balls or foam roller, read at a coffee shop, go to bed early, drink 

green juice to help you cleanse - whatever floats your boat! Then choose three of those 

things to do each day - this will keep things interesting and fresh. 

Listen to your body - pay attention to the earlier stages of burnout - for me it’s a feeling of 

more anxiety than I normally feel, feeling irritable, disconnected from the compassionate, 

patient, open, higher wise self inside of me. I’m more judgmental, critical and impatient. Pay 

attention to these cues- these are usually signals that you’ve run out of your “capacity” to be 

open, present and joyful in life. You will have your own signs - just be sure to pay attention 

to them so you can learn to catch it earlier. 

Make space for it - ultimately when we say we don’t have time, it’s because we haven’t 

prioritized it. Time block your schedule. Look at the individual pieces of work  you need to 

complete for the next week. Break them down into clear, manageable tasks. Then, make 

an educated guess as to how long each one will take. Put them into your calendar for the 

upcoming week. Choose a time you’d like to stop working each day - is it 3, 4 or 5 pm? 

Maybe it’s 6. But whatever it is, don’t schedule anything past that time. Then,  carve out 

time for your self care- block off “100% down time” in your calendar if you have a hard 

time stopping all the other pieces in your life. Arrange for child care or your partner to 

take the kids, don’t schedule things over it when someone asks for your time (usually we’re 

overscheduled because we’ve said yes to too many things). I schedule all my workouts into 

the upcoming week as one of my pieces of self care, for example. 
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Give yourself permission to do nothing in those moments - I like to follow whatever sounds 

really yummy, fun or indulgent. I like to let go of all the “shoulds” in my life during that time 

so I can spend the time letting myself off the hook. This frees our brain up for more creativity 

and gets us into more of a flow state of mind.4.
Okay, last piece here but it’s important. If you were to give yourself a score from 1-10 with 10 

being “I’m totally awesome at self care and rarely feel burnt out but I’m also super productive and 

accomplishing big goals in life” and 1 being the opposite of that, where do you fall. 

Write that here: 

*What is your intention with self care now that you’ve done this funsheet? 

*How will you feel when you’re incorporating more self care into your life (imagine the feelings 

that come with having  a life you don’t need a vacation from, or like you’re on vacation most of the 

time and your work is an extension of your passion, drive and purpose so it doesn’t feel like work): 
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If you’re needing more support around this, please feel free to email me at 
jenna@jennapacelli.com to schedule a free 20 minute Empowerment session to 
explore your struggles, goals and obstacles to those goals. I would be happy to 
support you in your quest for a deeper, more fulfilling and satisfying life that is 
balanced with self care and meaningful work and contribution to the world. 

Love, 
Jenna 


